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Introduction

The degree of analysis required for each component of TMDL development can range from simple screening-level approaches based on limited data to detailed investigations that might need several months or even years to complete (USEPA 1999). Many simple models and analytical procedures were developed prior to the advent of fast digital computers to manage environmental impacts. Simple methods are often used when data limitations and budget and time constraints preclude using more detailed approaches. These tools are used to diagnose non-point-source pollution problems when information is relatively limited.

For watershed loading estimates, simple models and analytical procedures can be used to support an assessment of the relative significance of different pollutant sources, guide decisions for management plans, and focus continuing monitoring. Simple models estimate pollutant loads based on land use or other watershed characteristics. Typically, simple methods rely on a large-scale aggregation of these watershed characteristics and neglect detailed features of land uses and natural processes. These tools rely on generalized sources of information and therefore have low to medium requirements for site-specific data. Default values provided for these methods are derived from empirical relationships that are based on regional or site-specific data. The estimates are usually expressed as mean annual values. Simple methods provide only preliminary estimates of sediment and pollutant loadings and may only have limited predictive capability (Zhang 2005).

The major advantage of simple methods is that these tools can provide a rapid means of identifying critical pollutant loads with minimal effort and data requirements. Simple methods are typically derived from empirical relationships between physiographic characteristics of the watershed and pollutant export. In addition, simpler approaches can save time and expense and can be applied by a wider range of personnel. Simple approaches also generally are easier to understand than more detailed analyses (USEPA 1999).

Progress in science and computing, along with changing environmental problems, have allowed modelers to develop increasingly complex and comprehensive modeling frameworks. Unfortunately, this often leads to the common misconception that complex models are necessarily superior to simpler approaches. In fact, the choice of a water quality model involves trade-offs among model complexity, required reliability, cost, and time (Chapra 2003). Therefore, this paper presents a review of simple models and analytical procedures in TMDL applications and illustrates the strengths and weaknesses of utilizing simple methods in TMDL development and implementation.

Review of Simple Models and Analytical Procedures

The simple models and analytical procedures introduced in this paper may be used initially in phased TMDLs to estimate TMDLs but usually are employed to check and analyze TMDLs (Mysiak et al. 2005; Voinov 2008). Some models like the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation 2 (RUSLE2) are auxiliary tools to identify loads like sediment yields from different catchments to prioritize implementation. Spreadsheets are typically used to list and track implementation actions as well as perform simple mass balances for checking assessments as well as for other tasks. Occasionally, in the hands of an expert, methods like a simple mass balance spreadsheet can rule out some allocations and implementation options.

Some simple models for receiving water analysis use a mass balance approach that assumes steady-state conditions. Accuracy is limited when default parameters are substituted for site-specific data. The procedure neglects seasonal variation in predicting annual loadings and considers only steady-state conditions for receiving water analysis (USEPA 1999). However, in some circumstances, getting a reasonable estimate for an average watershed water balance and contributions to constituent load may be sufficient for a TMDL to proceed.

Other models may deploy similar concepts of mass balance but employ annual or monthly time steps, avoiding the limitations of steady-state conceptual models while keeping data requirements to a minimum and avoiding the complexity of more refined numerical models. Model integration and linkage of models is often desirable for many TMDLs, where analysts can achieve greater acceptance of model-based analysis by employing existing models in widespread use. Where these modeling tools and analytical techniques do not fully characterize the system, they can be complemented with other functions or models linked to the main modeling tool to provide the needed level of analysis.

Table 1 summarizes several simple methods and analytical procedures for TMDL assessment.

Simple Mass Balance Equation

The basic principle of water quality models is that of mass balance. A water system can be divided into different segments or volume elements, also called computational cells. For each segment or cell, there must be a mass balance for each water quality constituent over time (Loucks and van Beek 2005).

Simplified mass balances are typically applied in spreadsheets to discrete water volumes containing a uniform concentration of a
The Simple Method to Estimate Urban Stormwater Loads

The Simple Method (Schueler 1987) is an easy-to-use empirical equation for estimating pollutant loadings of an urban watershed by the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG). The Simple Method is essentially an approach to rapidly estimate loads based on available information such as (1) catchment drainage area and impervious cover, and (2) stormwater runoff concentrations.

The Simple Method estimates pollutant loads for chemical constituents as a product of annual runoff volume and pollutant concentration.
\[ L = 0.226 \times R \times C \times A \]  

where \( L \) = annual load (lbs); \( R \) = annual runoff (in.); \( C \) = pollutant concentration (mg/L); \( A \) = area (acres); and 0.226 = unit conversion factor.

The method is best adapted for use in small watersheds of less than 1 sq mi (USEPA 1999). The Simple Method uses different impervious cover values for separate land uses within a subwatershed, including agricultural land use category. These numbers are derived from a study conducted by the Center for Watershed Protection under a grant from the USEPA to update impervious cover estimates for a variety of land uses (Cappiella and Brown 2001). The Simple Method provides estimates of storm pollutant export that are probably close to the true but unknown value for a development site, catchment, or subwatershed. It can be used for analyzing a smaller watershed or site planning. The method was developed using the database generated during a Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) study (USEPA 1983) in the Washington, DC, area and the national NURP data analysis. The equations, however, may be applied anywhere in the country. Some precision is lost as a result of the effort to make the equation general and simple.

The Simple Method is adequate for decision making at the site planning level. For example, it may be used to estimate runoff pollutant concentration from urban drainage areas. Runoff volume is estimated using runoff coefficients for the fraction of rainfall converted to runoff. A correction factor is used to account for those storms that do not produce runoff. Potential applications of the Simple Method are to estimate pollutant loading from an uncontrolled development site or to estimate expected extreme concentrations that will occur over a specified time period (USEPA 1999).

**USGS Regression Method**

The USGS Regression Method (Tasker and Driver 1988) is an example of a statistical-based method. This method estimates source loading as a function of several variables such as land use, percentage of imperviousness, drainage area, and mean annual rainfall. The USGS has developed equations for determining pollutant loading rates based on regression analyses of data from sites throughout the country (76 gauging stations across 20 states).

The regression approach is based on a statistical description of historic records of storm runoff responses on a watershed level (Tasker and Driver 1988). This method may be used for rough preliminary calculations of annual pollutant loads when data and time are limited (Tasker and Driver 1988; Driver and Troutman 1989). Inputs required for this level of modeling include drainage data, percent imperviousness, mean annual rainfall, general land use pattern, and mean minimum monthly temperature. Application of this method provides mean planning loads and corresponding confidence intervals for storms. The most significant explanatory variables in all of the linear regression models were total storm rainfall and total contributing drainage area. Impervious area, land use, and mean annual climatic characteristics were also significant explanatory variables in some linear regression models (Driver and Troutman 1989).

The USGS Regression Method gives mean storm-event pollutant loads and corresponding confidence intervals. The method is used to estimate the pollutant concentration from urbanized watersheds and relies upon a statistical approach to estimate annual, seasonal, or storm-event mean pollutant loads. The method is valid only for areas where regression coefficients are obtainable (i.e., regional transferability is limited). The method typically applies to smaller watersheds, although a specific size range of the watersheds was not provided by USGS.
channels. Implementation of a sediment TMDL assessment requires evaluation of management alternatives that reduce sediment delivery to the channels in a watershed. The RUSLE2 framework covers most of the field management alternatives that farmers use on hillslopes to prevent soil loss.

As an example based on the USLE, the EPA’s screening procedures can be used to assess point and nonpoint source loadings and atmospheric deposition loads. Agricultural nonpoint loads are based on the USLE, Soil Conservation Service [SCS, now the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS)] runoff curve number procedure, and loading functions using enrichment ratios. Urban nonpoint loads are estimated using the buildup-washoff concept (i.e., the buildup-washoff concept accounts for incremental buildup of nutrients between storms).

**263** BATHTUB

**264** BATHTUB is an empirical lake eutrophication model developed for the USACE in the 1980s based on data from USACE reservoirs (Walker 1985, 1986). It is a steady-state eutrophication model applicable to lakes and reservoirs based on empirical assessments of reservoir data.

BATHTUB is designed to facilitate application of empirical eutrophication models to reservoirs or lakes. The program formulates steady-state water and nutrient mass balances in a spatially segmented hydraulic network that accounts for advective transport, diffusive transport, and nutrient sedimentation. Eutrophication-related water quality conditions (expressed in terms of total phosphorus, total nitrogen, chlorophyll a, transparency, organic nitrogen, nonorthophosphorus, and hypolimnetic oxygen depletion rate) are predicted using empirical relationships previously developed and tested for reservoir applications. To provide regional perspectives on reservoir water quality, controlling factors, and model performance, BATHTUB can also be configured for simultaneous application to collections or networks of reservoirs.

The basic elements defining each application include (1) segments, which are reservoir zones specified in a one-dimensional, branched network (e.g., upper pool, midpool, near dam, and different tributary arms); and (2) tributaries, which are inflow or outflow streams, each associated with a particular segment. The BATHTUB model can assess the impacts of changes in water and/or nutrient loadings and impacts of changes in mean pool elevation during the growing season and estimate nutrient loadings consistent with given water quality management objectives.

BATHTUB is a tool for modeling reservoirs, chains of lakes, lakes with multiple inlets, or situations where more detailed nutrient and water budgets are required. BATHTUB is used routinely in developing nutrient-based TMDL studies.

**295** Stream Segment Temperature Model

Stream Segment Temperature Model (SSTEMP) is a scaled-down version of the Stream Network Temperature Model (SNTEMP) developed by Theurer et al. (1984). This USGS-supported model is based on a simplified heat balance. The model simulates steady-state stream temperatures for a specified time period and location in a stream or river (Bartholow 2010).

The SSTEMP program requires inputs describing the average stream geometry, as well as (steady-state) hydrology and meteorology plus stream shading. SSTEMP optionally estimates the combined topographic and vegetative shade as well as solar radiation penetrating the water. It then predicts the mean daily water temperatures at specified distances downstream. It also estimates the daily maximum and minimum temperatures. Unlike the large network model SNTEMP (Bartholow 2010), this program simulates single-stream segments for a time period (e.g., a month, week, or day) for any given set of model specifications. Initially designed as a training tool, the SSTEMP program may be used satisfactorily for a variety of simple cases. The SSTEMP model is especially useful to perform sensitivity and uncertainty analysis. With good-quality specifications, SSTEMP should adequately reproduce mean daily water temperatures throughout a stream reach. Users should not expect too much from SSTEMP if the input values are of poor quality or if the model’s assumptions were not met.

The SSTEMP model is not specifically designed for TMDL analysis and lacks many of the detailed features of complex model adapted for the first temperature TMDL in Oregon (Chen et al. 1993, 1998a, b). However, SSTEMP can be used to analyze the effects of changing riparian shade or the physical features of a stream and examine the effects of different stream withdrawals and returns on instream temperature for TMDL-related applications.

**Load-Duration Curve**

The load-duration curve (LDC) approach allows for characterizing water quality concentrations at different flow regimes. The pollutant load is expressed as a function of all flow conditions, including critical flow condition (USEPA 2007). This statistical-based approach quickly estimates existing and allowable loads with limited information. Some practitioners value the insight that load-duration curves provide into the relationship between water quality impairment and hydrologic regime (ASCE 2017).

The first step in a TMDL analysis using a load-duration curve is to generate a flow-duration curve, which is a cumulative frequency curve of daily mean flows without regard to chronology of occurrence (Leopold 1994). The flow-duration curve includes all flows observed at a stream gauge for the applicable period of record. Flow rates are typically sorted from the largest value to the smallest. For each flow, the flow-duration curve provides the corresponding percent of time that a magnitude of flow is equaled or exceeded. The percentage of time is the flow-duration interval or flow-duration percentile (Risley et al. 2008). Once a flow-duration curve has been created, a load-duration curve is created by multiplying flow by the applicable water quality criterion or target. The independent x-axis remains as the flow-duration interval, and the dependent y-axis depicts the load at specific point in the watershed where flow monitoring data are available. A specific curve derived from flow and the water quality criterion therefore represents the allowable load at each flow condition. Points above that curve represent exceedances of the water quality criterion and are therefore excess loads. Those points below that curve represent compliance with the water quality criterion and allowable pollutant loads.

A fecal coliform TMDL development in South Carolina prepared by the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC 2010) is one example that illustrates the use of the load-duration curve approach. An appendix in the EPA guide An Approach for Using Load Duration Curves in the Development of TMDLs (USEPA 2007) describes a case study in which load-duration curves were used to support TMDL development. Important information can be derived from a load-duration curve to support TMDL assessment. The extent of the impairment can be visually assessed based on the number of loads that are greater or less than the allowable loading curve. The nature of the impairment can also be inferred based on when the loads occur (USEPA 2007). Loads that are greater than the curve for allowable pollutant loads during low-flow conditions are likely indicative of constant
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discharge, such as wastewater-treatment plants. Those loads are greater than the curve for allowable pollutant loads during wet weather conditions likely reflect contributions associated with sheet and rill erosion, washoff processes, and, potentially, streambank erosion. Those loads plotting above the curve at the high and small ends of the curve reflect extreme hydrologic conditions of flood or drought. If sufficient data are available, the load-duration curve method accurately identifies the allowable and existing loads at the point in the stream where the data were collected and can be used to meet the basic regulatory requirement for TMDL development.

Load-duration curves are relatively easy to develop and offer insight into critical conditions. On the other hand, although the relative importance of low-flow point sources versus wet weather nonpoint sources can often be identified from the load-duration curve, no specific information is provided regarding what types of point or nonpoint sources exist in the watershed. Load-duration curves also do not allow simulation of scenarios evaluating the impact of various implementation options. The load-duration curves do not mechanistically relate sources and water quality response. Therefore, forecasting load reduction effects on impairments on a what-if basis are impossible because it cannot define the relationship of cause and effect.

### Simple Transient Mass Balance Models

For some TMDL modeling requirements, standard models are not sufficient, and custom applications need to be developed. In the majority of cases, these models utilize the concept of mass balance by first developing a hydrology budget for the three-dimensional volume representing the system being analyzed. In some cases, the system volume is subdivided into a number of vertical layers to improve representation of the interactions between above surface, root zone, shallow, and deep groundwater aquifers. The configuration of the model depends on available data and the chemistry of the contaminant being regulated. Spreadsheets have been used to good effect to develop both simple steady-state and transient mass balance models.

### Wetland Management Simulator

The Wetland Management Simulator (WETMANSIM) (Quinn 2004) spreadsheet model is an example of a customized monthly mass balance model of seasonal wetland hydrology and salinity. The model was developed specifically for managed wetlands that receive water as canal deliveries in the fall, hold water in shallow impoundments during the winter, and release the bulk of the ponded water during spring wetland drawdown. Depending on water availability, the wetlands are flood irrigated one or more times during the late spring and early summer months to encourage the growth of moist soil plants that provide wetland habitat and food resources for migratory waterfowl. The high clay content of wetland soils that desiccate and crack during the summer months and swell when wetted required the use of a water displacement infiltration algorithm rather than the typical Richards equation formulation used by most models. Monthly time steps were sufficient to provide analysts and regulators with the necessary relationship between applied water salinity and the salinity of wetland drainage return flows to the receiving water body. The simple monthly steady-state spreadsheet formulation made it easy to adapt the model to create individual submodels for private wetlands and for State and Federal wildlife refuges that allowed more local control of salt loading by these entities. WETMANSIM is fairly typical of customized TMDL models used in TMDL development that are well matched to TMDL objectives and available data.

### San Joaquin River Input-Output Model

The San Joaquin River Input-Output Model (SJRIIO) (CVWB 2004) is an example of a customized mass balance model where neither a monthly nor annual steady-state conceptual model was sufficient for analysis of the options being considered by the TMDL. In this case, the concept of real-time salinity management was being explored, which involved improved coordination of saline drainage return flows produced on the west side of the San Joaquin River Basin to coincide with reservoir releases of high-quality snowmelt runoff from the east side of the Basin. This operational concept became the basis of regulatory policy and an amendment to the Basin’s water quality control plan. For this TMDL modeling approach, the scenario needed to be tested for a range of river basin hydrologic conditions and water year types ranging from wet to critically dry. River hydrology and water quality are largely determined by releases from state and federally-managed reservoirs on the east side of the Basin. Hence, another model was needed to simulate the linkage between climate and water storage that included the logic behind water release policies under various water storage scenarios. This auxiliary model was linked to the SJRIIO model to develop an implementation strategy for the salinity TMDL, and the 30-year hydrologic time series it provided allowed the strategy to be tested for a historic sequence of water year types. This is an example of model integration and linkage. In this case, linkage of a simple mass balance accounting model with another model capable of creating a historic time series of flow and water quality conditions to support the technical TMDL methodology.

### GIS Workflow Models

Increased use of GIS and high-resolution remote-sensing analysis in support of TMDL modeling has given rise to simple object-oriented modeling toolboxes where coversages of land use and other measurable data are combined to yield estimates of key decision variables. A common application of this methodology is erosion modeling. The RUSLE2 example presented previously is a model easily adapted to this technique. Another example is the ArcView Generalized Watershed Loading Functions (AVGWLF) tool (Evans and Corradini 2016), which facilitates the use of the Generalized Watershed Loading Functions (GWLF) Model via a GIS software (ArcView) interface. The AVGWLF tool is suitable for application to generalized watershed loading, source assessment, and seasonal and interannual variabilities. The AVGWLF tool has been extensively used in the Northeast and mid-Atlantic regions. This tool has been adopted by Pennsylvania as a statewide model for TMDL development and agricultural land management (USEPA 2005; Evans and Corradini 2016).

The main advantages of GIS workflow modeling are model transparency, the ability to perform operations over a discretized model mesh that provides great spatial details, and the appeal of the visualization associated with this approach. This technique works well with simple models where data such as land use can be readily represented in a GIS. The technique is less effective for more complex models where the factors are less easily visualized or discretized.

### Summary

Simple methods require expert judgment to interpret empirical relationships between watershed characteristics and pollutant loads to receiving waters. A few of these methods may use existing databases and typically can vary in sophistication from a simple...
spreadsheets, or handheld calculators. In some cases, they could be in the form of an easy-to-use computer-based numerical modeling tool. Simple models and methods are often used when limited data availability and budget or time constraints preclude the use of more sophisticated methods.

Based on the review of several examples of simple models and analytical procedures, simpler approaches can save time and expense to support TMDL estimates. Simple approaches also generally allow the use of more detailed analyses by a broad range of users. The trade-offs associated with using simple approaches include a potential decrease in forecast accuracy and often an inability to make predictions at fine geographic and time scales (e.g., watershed-scale source predictions versus model detailed estimates, and annual versus seasonal estimates) (USEPA 1999).

The major advantage of simple methods is that these tools can provide a rapid means of identifying critical loading areas with minimal effort and data requirements. The major disadvantage of using simple methods is that only gross estimates of nutrient loads can be provided, which are of limited value for determining loads on a seasonal or finer time scale. Another disadvantage is that simple methods are of limited use for evaluating the effect of non-point-source control (USEPA 1999).

The standard practice in modeling is to identify the dominant processes and identify the simplest methods sufficient to meet the needs of the project (USEPA 2005). Models include suites of equations that represent most processes based on the understanding of real-world setting. Thomann and Mueller (1987) established that the simplest method sufficient to answer management questions with confidence should be applied. If data availability does not reach the level that a detailed model requires, then a simpler model should be employed.

The choice of a water quality model involves trade-offs among model complexity, required reliability, cost, and time. An adaptive approach to modeling would start with simpler models at the initial phases and then progress to more complex frameworks as additional data are collected and as more focused remedial measures are assessed (Chapra 2003). Starting with simple analyses and iteratively expanding data collection and modeling as the need arises is the best approach (NRC 2001). Within the limitations of their design functionality and underlying assumptions, the simple models and analytical procedure can be useful in the TMDL assessment.
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